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OS 362. William Worcester, The Boke of Noblesse and the English Texts from its Codicil, ed. 

Catherine Nall and Daniel Wakelin. 

William Worcester (1415–1483/5) completed his political treatise The Boke of Noblesse on 15 

June 1475 and hoped to give it, with a Codicil of political and military documents proving its 

claims, to Edward IV. The treatise draws on diverse sources: older English and French 

history; classical or pseudo-classical works, including a section translated from Cicero; recent 

French authors, including Christine de Pizan; and the recent history of the wars in France 

under Henry V and Henry VI, including eyewitness reports by Worcester’s employer Sir John 

Fastolf (1380–1459). It offers a record of military history and political thought in the fifteenth 

century. It also offers a rare chance to see a fifteenth-century author at work. Worcester’s 

reading is traceable in the many manuscripts he annotated and miscellanies he compiled. He 

also wrote dozens of extant letters and documents and translated, contributed to or revised 

other works. The Boke of Noblesse itself survives in a fair copy to which Worcester added 

revisions in autograph. While the text was printed for the Roxburghe Club in 1860, the textual 

notes of this new edition show the stages of Worcester’s revision; and the Explanatory Notes 

are more detailed than is customary, in order to show the links between Worcester’s reading 

and The Boke of Noblesse. The Notes also explain in detail Worcester’s copious historical 

references, and the Notes and Glossary explicate his adoption of ‘curial’ style and his 

borrowings from French. The edition also presents alongside The Boke of Noblesse the English 

political texts from the Codicil, which were previously printed separately, as well some short 

Latin texts from the Codicil which have not hitherto been printed. 

 

OS 363. The Trinity Homilies, ed. Bella Millett. 

This is a new edition of an important collection of anonymous early Middle English sermons, 

the ‘Trinity Homilies’, copied towards the end of the twelfth century. This collection in 

Cambridge, Trinity College, MS B.14.52, has not been edited as a whole since Richard Morris 

included a lightly-edited text in his Old English Homilies of the Twelfth Century, Second Series, 

EETS OS 53 (1873). This new edition updates and supplements his work, giving more 

attention to the Latin elements of the sermons, and providing new translations, 

comprehensive annotation and a full glossary; it also supplies, in appendices, separately 

edited texts and translations of sermon material shared with the Trinity manuscript in two 

other sermon-collections of about the same period,  the ‘Lambeth Homilies’ in London, 

Lambeth Palace Library, MS 487, and the collection formerly preserved in London, British 

Library, MS Cotton Otho A. xiii. The edition places the Trinity collection more firmly than 

Morris was able to do within its broader historical, pastoral, and literary context. Until 

recently the few surviving early Middle English sermon-collections attracted relatively little 

scholarly attention, focused mainly on their debt to the pre-Conquest tradition of vernacular 

preaching. Over the past two decades, however, their contemporary context has been 

investigated with increasing thoroughness, and their connections with recent developments 

in continental Europe are now taken more fully into account. The Trinity collection in 

particular shows the influence of two convergent factors, the evolution of new preaching 

techniques in the Paris schools of the later twelfth century, and the programme of pastoral 

reform introduced by the third Lateran Council of 1179 and reinforced by the Fourth Lateran 

Council of 1215. An extended introduction discusses the impact of these developments on 

preaching and pastoral care in twelfth-century England, the evidence for the pastoral milieu 

of the collection itself, and the ways in which its sermons reflect the transition from older to 

newer preaching methods in England during the inter-conciliar period. 
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